Directions For Use For
Live Stock And Animal Bedding:
Clean and replace old bedding then liberally broadcast the Skeeter Screen granules over the bedding area and surrounding surface. Each application can last 7-10 days. Depending on weather conditions like heat and rain, you may have to reapply when the area becomes active with insects again.

ALL NATURAL MOSQUITO DETERRENT
FOR USE ANYWHERE PEOPLE GATHER OUTDOORS

Directions For Around The Home:
Hit them where they live. Mosquitoes are notoriously bad fliers and they love ground cover and low bushes, so before your next garden party or if you just want to enjoy your favorite patio chair, we suggest you create a barrier to the pests by broadcasting our Skeeter Screen granules over the ground cover and anywhere you think they are hiding. A 3-4 foot barrier around your favorite get-away should be plenty and can last 7-10 days depending on the weather. We suggest that you broadcast the granules at least 1 hour before your guests arrive.

PRECAUTIONS: Keep away from children. Product may cause eye and skin irritation. In cases of eye irritation flush with water. In cases of skin irritation wash thoroughly with soap and water. If irritation persists consult medical attention. Granules can be a choking hazard. STORAGE & DISPOSAL: Do not reuse. Store in original container only in original environment. Keep out of reach of children. Not to be used as fertilizer. Do not contaminate water, wells, or surface water. This product is exempt from EPA registration under the FIPRA 25(26) minimum risk pesticide act.

Scent Shop®
America's Scentmaker
www.scentshop.com
Culver, TX 77941 USA 1-800-527-6192

Active Ingredients:
Citronella 5.00%

Insect Ingredients:
CELLULONE 95.00%

Total Ingredients: 100.00%

Net Weight: 4 Pounds

DEET FREE!

Skeeter™
SCREEN
Spreadable Insect Deterrent
Patio Tested... Family Approved™

Deters mosquitoes, flies, gnats, fleas, no-see-ums and other biting insects

Biodegradable

No Harmful Chemicals

A safe and effective outdoor barrier treatment – a fuss-free way to keep insects away from:

Garden Parties
Grilling
Camping
Chicken Coops
Pet Bedding
Horse Stalls

Will not harm beneficial insects! Great floral scent!

All Natural Scents Of Nature™ Essential Oil Formula